FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

On Campus

You can make an appointment up to two weeks in advance.

Book and media checkout is done through curbside checkouts. Fill out the request form and select the type of material you are requesting. From there, continue filling out the form to choose a time and method of scheduling pickup.

Library checkpoints are available 24 hours a day at the following locations:

Ogden Campus: Stewart Library main entrance - East and West side Stewart Library loading/unloading zone by the shuttle stop Parking lot WV East of Lind Lecture Parking lot SSW of Stewart Library

Davis Campus: South of D2 main entrance

There are reservations for spaces available at Elizabeth Hall, Lindquist Hall, and the Watts Business Building available through December. Appointments for spaces can be reserved for a minimum of one hour and a maximum of two hours in a single booking. Each student is able to make two appointments in a single day.

You do not need a reservation to take a test in the Testing Center. However, there are a limited number of testing stations. If the Testing Center is currently full, please do not wait in the building. Either wait outside or come back later. We are trying to minimize the amount of queuing in the building.

Schedule a computer space in the library. Walk-in at Tracy Hall or Lampros Hall computer labs.

Anatomical models will not be available this semester due to sanitization concerns. If you need a tool to study anatomy, check the database called Anatomy TV. This can be found on the library website using the A-Z list of databases.

Online

No print material from Reserve will be circulating this semester. Material will still be available in the form of scanned chapters, when copyright permits. Submit a request through Interlibrary Loan.

Laptop and other equipment checkout is done through curbside checkouts. Fill out the online request form. When your request is ready, you will be emailed to schedule a pickup.

What are the library hours?

Monday-Thursday 8-8 p.m.
Friday 8-4:30 p.m.
Saturday 10-4:30 p.m.
Sunday Closed

Where can I reserve space to meet with my virtual class through December?

There are reservations for spaces available at Elizabeth Hall, Lindquist Hall, and the Watts Business Building available through December.

Can I reserve a study room?

Our study rooms are not available at this time. Our reservable study spaces are at a table and chair on the floor, positioned at a distance from other study areas to promote social distancing, or computer stations.

I have a class in the library. Can I enter the library without an appointment?

Yes, you can enter the building. Just let the service desk staff know that you are heading to class. Please exit the building at the end of class.

I’m having Wi-Fi login issues...

If you are having issues with logins or software, contact the IT Support Desk located on the first floor of Lampros Hall or call (801) 626-7777.

Where is IT Support?

Lampros Hall.

ADDITIONAL FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

WHERE CAN I RETURN MY BOOKS?

Library bookdrops are available 24 hours a day at the following locations:

3921 Central Campus Dr. Dept. 2901
Ogden, UT 84408-2901
1-801-626-6545
libcircstaff@weber.edu

NEED SOMEWHERE TO MEET FOR VIRTUAL FORMAT?

You can check out a book or media.

WHERE CAN I RETURN MY BOOKS?

HOW DO I CHECK OUT A LAPTOP?

You can make an appointment up to two weeks in advance.

How Long Can I Reserve Time to Take a Test in the Testing Center?

WHERE CAN I RESERVE A TABLE OR COMPUTER?

How Far in Advance Can I Make an Appointment?

How Do I Check Out a Book on Reserve?

Can I Check Out a Book on Reserve?

Can I Check Out an Anatomical Model?

How Do I Check Out a Book or Media?

How Do I Reserve Time to Take a Test in the Testing Center?

Can I Check Out a Book or Media?